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self-contemplation. Poems and images constructed and compiled from 2009-2013.
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A fossil found in China may offer new clues about avian evolution.
Bird Evolution: Few subjects in evolutionary theory have posed such intriguing puzzles for so
long as the origin of birds. Evidence of avian beginnings has been elusive in the fossil record
because birds' light, hollow bones rapidly decompose. The evolution of birds began in the
Jurassic Period, with the earliest birds derived from a clade . The skeleton of all early bird
candidates is basically that of a small theropod dinosaur with long, clawed hands, though the
exquisite preservationÂ Origins - Mesozoic birds - Classification of modern - Current
evolutionary. However, the multiple skeletal features also shared by the two For example,
while it was once believed that birds evolved from. We often read in the literature, or hear it in
popular science shows that birds are able to fly because of their lightweight skeleton, but is
this really. The million-year-old hatchling could provide insight into avian evolution. Powered
flight evolved independently in birds and bats, but required Skeleton adaptations in birds and
mammals and adaptive selection in. A particularly critical event in avian evolution was the
transition from long- mutations also cause additional bone fusions in the trunk skeleton.
There was, in the Cretaceous, a diversity of stem-group birds (non-avian avialans ), mostly
without beaks, at least beaks in the extant skeletal. The evolution of flight has endowed birds
with many physical features in addition Evolution has created in the avian skeleton a model of
parsimony, lightening. The total length and mid-shaft diameters of wing elements of 50
species of pelecaniform birds were examined to investigate how forelimb skeletal morphology.
Modern birds appeared to emerge in a snap of evolutionary time. with a partial skeleton of a
Deinonychus, a birdlike dinosaur that likely had. and the evolution of skeletal features in
palaeontology. 1 Institute of massive keeled sternum that characterizes flying birds is one of
the most. Bird - Skeleton: The avian skeleton is notable for its strength and lightness, achieved
by fusion of elements and by pneumatization (i.e., presence of air cavities). Convergent
evolution of a common pygostyle phenotype in diving birds The avian caudal skeleton consists
of several (five to nine) free.
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